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Marek Sałamaj

Abstract—In this paper a new conception of safety logic
microcontroller (BML) is described, together with its physical
hardware realization. The unit has various mechanisms which
increase its safety and reliability, so that it can satisfy rigorous
requirements of safety-critical systems. Thus, the BML unit
uses some untypical and innovative technical solutions. The new
approach to safety systems development allowed to propose a new
conception. The paper describes also physical realization of small
multiprocessor BML unit for management of decision-control
systems adopted to critical usage.
Keywords—Safety logic microcontroller, critical systems,
master-slave architecture, handshake, GALS, conception.

I. I NTRODUCTION
AFETY logic microcontroller (BML) [1] is proposed for
usage in critical systems, especially in critical real-time
systems [2], [3], but also in other domains. By default it
was assumed, that the unit can diagnose and control not
only “normal”, common technical solutions with much higher
precision, but also all kinds of critical real-time systems.
Therefore, the conception of a new BML unit was developed
for critical real-time systems. Such systems have to satisfy
high requirements regarding their structure, functionality and
management units (logic controllers and microcontrollers).
Requirements for such systems and their management units
are in details specified in various standards and technical
publications [4].
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The modes of the work of a BML unit.
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Abnormal functionality of real-time systems may be caused
by faulty, incorrect or erroneous operations of internal executing units or the management system itself. Executing units
in such systems have clear structure and functioning rules.
Control unit, much more complex than managed executing
units, may operate incorrect (erroneous). Errors lead to critical
mode in real-time systems functionality, which then change
into safety states [5]–[7]. Therefore, the new conception
of proposed BML unit introduces much more safety and
reliability in comparison to other conceptions of this type
of units. Construction errors which may appear in safety
system development process, can be successfully detected and
eliminated using various methods. However, these errors influence critical system functionality less than random errors or
errors caused by external aspects from the environment. Thus,
safety systems are designed in such a way, that they operate
correctly in real time, according to project assumptions. They
should detect hardware and software errors automatically on
the fly and without any unnecessary delays. Moreover, they
should be resistant to external factors. Proposed safety logic
microcontroller (BML) meets above requirements.

II. S AFETY
Considering safety systems design, it should be noted that
it has been never possible to propose and develop completely
safe system (controller or logic microcontroller). Taking into
account the technology, it is not possible to reach an absolutely
safe state [5]–[7], and thereby a completely reliable system.
In fact, in the real environment it is always possible that
something unwanted influences system functionality. Physical
realization of safety systems (including the BML unit) with
other methods and tools supported by the newest technology
and CAD (Computer Aided Design) solutions allows only to
develop them precisely. However, it is not possible to protect
them against errors in the functionality. Therefore, the BML
unit is treated in such a way, that its functionality in real time
can be described in any of the two modes: critical mode or
normal mode (Fig. 1).
BML normal mode specifies in details all desired functionality schemas and changes of input signals logic states.
The schemas are initially defined as project assumptions, and
then taken into account in hardware and software of realized
control unit. Whenever the BML unit detects a functioning
error during self-diagnosis, then it immediately changes from
normal mode into critical mode – the so-called safe state [6].
A safe state of the BML unit is a state, where in an extreme
situation all output signals are set to the previously defined
logic state. This state depends on controlled critical real-time
system and does not threat humans life. The BML unit was
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designed in such a way, that if necessary, it can initialize
internal change from normal mode into critical mode in case
of detected:
• construction faults (structure),
• errors connected with data processing (algorithm),
• random errors,
• errors caused by external factors (noise).
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time. It should be noted, that too many safety solutions
and mechanisms implemented in safety control systems can
lead to situation, when they are considered as units with
unpredictable functionality. So, these units cannot be treated
as safety systems. Safety systems should have the simplest
structure, functioning rules and as simple as possible control
mechanisms.
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As the result, it is possible to quickly and automatically
detect and serve all kinds of above specified errors or faults.
Thus, the proposed BML unit conception (in both modes)
completely satisfies all requirements for control units, which
manage critical real-time systems. By the fact itself, the
solution can be considered as a system with much more safety
and reliability of its own functionality.
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Critical real-time systems usually consist of a single safe
control unit and at least one controlled executive unit (device).
The proposed BML unit can be equivalent to the control unit.
BML is adapted to communicate with peripheral (executive)
devices, like other units of this type.
In this way, the BML unit has the possibility to precisely
diagnose and control internal processes and tasks of supervised
devices. It means, that the more objects are controlled by the
BML unit, the more complex decision module it becomes. It
processes then more data, control and status signals (Fig. 2).
Unfortunately, the increase of structure complexity and functionality rules of a safe unit controlling critical system causes,
that it becomes more difficult to maintain at a very high level
its safety and reliability. Sometimes it is even not possible.
Therefore, safe solutions have various diagnostic mechanisms,
which should prevent faulty management of critical systems.
Thus, the BML unit also has various specialized technical
solutions. The priority of these solutions is to analyze in
details and verify the correctness of its functionality in real
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control and executive modules. Its functioning mechanism is
based on safe communication protocols implemented in nets
of Handshake type [8], [9].
Input-output ports consist of two general-usage registers
(REG_IN and REG_OUT) and data memory (RAMS) shared
with operational processor SLAVE. They are used for communication between BML unit and external objects (peripherals).
Controller of cycle directly controls the correctness of signal
generation, which is responsible for specifying microcontroller
(BML) work cycle and input-output ports serving cycle.
Control unit supervises directly the functionality correctness
of all dependent (declared before) blocks and function modules
in real time. Only if an error a malfunction in dependent units
is notified to control block, a specified signal is generated.
The signal changes BML work from normal mode into critical
mode and, at the same time, it sets the (previously defined)
specified logic states of output ports.
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Therefore, an optimal choice of the simplest structure and
functioning rules taking into account used safety mechanisms
is a very important task in safety systems design. An optimal
proposition of this type of safety systems is the described BML
unit. As a multiprocessor simplified decision-control system,
it has various precise and fail-safe mechanisms which ensure
system safety. Finally, the proposed solution of control unit
was implemented in a reconfigurable device of FPGA (Field
Programmable Gate Array) type. It allowed to further test it
in a real physical environment.
Safety logic microcontroller (BML) was proposed for failsafe management of critical real-time systems. Structure of the
unit is based on the safety controller construction proposed by
Halang-Sniezek [5]–[7] (Fig. 3), which also operates with high
computational complexity and is resistant to various types of
errors. Unit proposition of this type was initially analyzed in
details. Then it was verified against the functionality. As the
result, it allowed to propose a completely new construction
of BML unit – (Fig. 4). A generalized BML conception in
form of function blocks is shown in (Fig. 5). A block schema
of the new BML conception has six main blocks. These
blocks realize completely different tasks, which have nothing
in common with each other, but are complementary in the
functionality.
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The block diagram of a BML conception.

Control module MASTER manage and control the whole
BML unit, which consists of two concurrently working control
processors (MASTER1 and MASTER2), program memory
(ROM) and data memory (RAMM1 and RAMM2). Operational module SLAVE in the BML unit (only on MASTER
control module request) performs all types of computational
operations. It includes only one, but tri-piped mathematical
coprocessor SLAVE together with data memory (RAMS).
Transmission unit is used only for communication between

Fig. 6.

Details of an BML architecture.

IV. D ESIGN A SSUMPTIONS
At the initial stage of new conception development and
safety logic microcontroller (BML) design, some main project
assumptions were specified. They allowed to focus on the
particular research area. It was inter alia assumed, that:
• BML unit is a single-unit solution implemented completely in a single reconfigurable structure of FPGA
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type (low costs, great hardware possibilities, prototyping
speed),
BML unit is a reconfigurable unit, where program can
be changed on-line (unlike the Halang-Sniezek solution
adapted to particular usage) – a much more flexible
solution in comparison to Halang-Sniezek solution,
BML unit has i.e. only one common power supply
(safety is increased at unit conception level, and not on
construction level, like in Halang-Sniezek solution),
considering the functionality, BML unit conception
should be similar to Halang-Sniezek unit conception,
safety level of BML unit with various mechanisms and
technical solutions should be possibly high,
there is a compromise between BML unit complexity and
unit methods ensuring safety of its work.
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V. S TRUCTURE AND P HYSICAL R EALIZATION OF BML
U NIT
BML unit was proposed as a three-processor decision
module, where three independent and separated processors
are connected in MASTER-SLAVE configuration [3], [5], [6]
[10], [11] and precisely cooperate. Components of proposed
unit (Fig. 6) communicate with each other using the inside
implemented safe asynchronous communication protocol of
Handshake type.
Control processor MASTER (Fig. 7) and computational
processor SLAVE (Fig. 8) are based on Harvard architecture
processors. In this case, their structure was initially verified.
Then it was reduced to necessary elements. Therefore, the
processors could be provided with additional safety solutions.
As the result, three locally separated and independent synchronous computational units (GALS technology – Globally
Asynchronous Locally Synchronous [12]) were distinguished
inside the BML structure by the processors. Usage of additional function blocks was necessary to ensure the correct
functionality of these blocks.
Various types of memory – RAMM1, RAMM2, RAMS and
ROM can be classified as additional function blocks (used to
physically separate data and program), as well as asynchronous
comparators and coupling (matching) units with very simple
structure and functioning rules. In contrast to used RAM data
memory, the ROM program memory was used as a twoports memory. It is shared between two concurrently working
MASTER control processors and has two independent address
spaces.
Both address spaces have exactly the same BML control
program, but are individually served by different control
processors MASTER1 or MASTER2. RAMS data memory
together with input register REG_IN and output register
REG_OUT as input-output ports was adapted to communication with external executing devices. Control unit verifies on the fly all received signals with information about
correct/incorrect functionality of chosen components of the
BML structure. Whenever an error inside any component is
reported, then control unit immediately changes the BML work
mode into safety mode, where previously defined logic states
values of all output ports are set. Cycle controller generates
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in this case only signals, which initialize the safety system.
Additionally it informs control unit about critical delays in
decision system functionality.
Various simple, but also specialized in a particular domain technical solutions were used inside the BML unit. It
was a motivation for further researches on its structure and
functioning rules in the real physical environment. Therefore,
a new conception of BML unit was successfully completely
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implemented in a reconfigurable structure of FPGA type,
namely in VIRTEX-II PRO device of XC2VP30 type with
VIRTEX-II PRO device of 94V-00523 type of the XILINX
company. The whole synthesis process of proposed solution
(BML) was performed successfully without any problems,
taking into account both available optimization types. Partial
results of synthesis process are presented in Tab. I and Tab. II.
TABLE I
R ESULTS OF S YNTHESIS OF S ELECTED BML C OMPONENTS –
O PTIMIZATION : AREA

BLOCK

F-F

Latch

4 input LUTs

SEQ_M1
SEQ_M2
SEQ_S
MASTER1
MASTER2
SLAVE
BML

36
170
40
140
244
204
939

–
–
–
–
–
–
1255

513
1007
429
592
1329
3182
6437

FCLK

Gates

184,3 MHz
35,6 MHz
300,3 MHz
46,4 MHz
26,6 MHz
30,3 MHz
26,6 MHz

3563
7519
3141
5803
11202
23727
58403

TABLE II
R ESULTS OF S YNTHESIS OF S ELECTED BML C OMPONENTS –
O PTIMIZATION : SPEED

BLOCK
SEQ_M1
SEQ_M2
SEQ_S
MASTER1
MASTER2
SLAVE
BML

F-F

Latch

4 input LUTs

36
186
40
182
289
299
1035

–
–
–
–
–
–
1255

539
1126
426
841
1643
4354
7782

FCLK

Gates

424,4 MHz
115,5 MHz
492,5 MHz
83,2 MHz
59,1 MHz
57,4 MHz
56,9 MHz

3674
8487
3001
7468
13419
31940
67610

FPGA (device: VIRTEX-II PRO FPGA type XC2VP30 with
VIRTEX-II PRO type 94V-0 0523 XILINX) allowed to test
his work in the physical environment. In this case, a critical
system used in the explorations was represented by a model of
crossroads. This mock-up was prepared on the pattern of the
intersection of two multi-lane roads with traffic lights, which
the view is shown in (Fig. 9). In this proposed system (in
the model), traffic light of the intersection was managed by
BML unit, which main task was only controlled the turning
on and off lights in proper sequence. Arrangement of elements
of traffic lights on the layout crossroads is shown in (Fig. 9).
In this particular application, the control unit (BML) did not
collect and verified any information from the system, but
only controlled it. By reason of it, the control system of
the intersection realized only specified control algorithm and
analyzed the correctness of the work of safety unit. The main
and most important task of BML unit was to manage the traffic
lights so that traffic of cars on the model of intersection was
smooth and grade-separated. Therefore, in the work of the
considered system are specified four major drive cycles, which
details are shown in (Fig. 10).

1st CYCLE

2nd CYCLE

3rd CYCLE

4th CYCLE

Fig. 10.

Fig. 9.

A model of crossroads.

VI. T EST OF P ROTOTYPE U NIT
Safety Logic Microcontroller unit has been designed and
physically made to control various critical real-time systems.
The implementation of this unit in a reconfigurable structure of

Four major drive cycles on the crossroads.

According to the concept of the BML, this unit can operate
in one of two possible states of the work: in the normal state
and in the critical condition. In the normal state, the control
unit (which was used to manage critical system of traffic
lights) can operate only in two modes: day and night mode.
During the day mode, the BML unit turns on and off a threecolor traffic lights at the crossroads to obtain street traffic
in accordance with the cycles as shown in (Fig. 10). Cycles
occur one after another. However in the night mode, the same
microcontroller turns on and off only yellow blinking lights.
The automatic switch between a day and nigh mode can only
appears, while signal from both sensor or clock programmed
by technical service was occurred. In this case, the day and
the night mode determines the status of the normal operation
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of the BML unit. Accidentally, the critical state, in the same
system coincides with the night mode in the normal state of
the BML work. Depending on the time of day, the safety
microcontroller switches the state of his work between day
and night mode, according to the algorithm shown in (Fig. 11).
However, every little mistake, an anomaly, defect or failure of
the BML work immediately switches its state from the normal
state to the critical state. In this case of critical state, blinking
yellow lights warning about occurring system failure and street
traffic is determined based on traffic signs.
START

YES
NIGHT=1

NO
TURN OFF ALL
TRAFFIC LIGHTS

TURN ON TRAFFIC LIGHTS
FOR 1st CYCLE

YES
NIGHT=1

NO
TURN ON ONLY
YELLOW TRAFFIC LIGHTS

TURN ON TRAFFIC LIGHTS
FOR 2nd CYCLE

YES
NIGHT=1

NO
TURN ON TRAFFIC LIGHTS
FOR 3rd CYCLE

YES
NIGHT=1

NO
TURN ON TRAFFIC LIGHTS
FOR 4th CYCLE

YES
NIGHT=1

NO

Fig. 11.

Algorithm of work of the BML unit.

VII. C ONCLUSION
A new BML unit conception was successfully physically
implemented in a reconfigurable structure of FPGA type.
Then, the functionality of realized control unit was successfully tested, this time in a specified critical usage. In this way
it has been proved, that it is possible to develop at a low
cost the designed BML conception. It is possible with all
simplifications as well as with various types of specialized
technical solutions, safety mechanisms and technics. Such
solutions have great hardware possibilities and fast prototyping

phase. However, some designers still think, that FPGA devices
are not appropriate to realize safety solutions. It is caused by
the fact, that certification and design process of safety solutions
should undergo reverse engineering. Unfortunately, while designing solutions with FPGA devices, this condition cannot be
satisfied. Each programming of reconfigurable device creates
(each time) a completely new unique connection structure, i.e.
of internal logic blocks. Although the new BML conception
was also implemented in FPGA and does not satisfy the
condition mentioned before, it certainly may be treated as
a safety system, especially considering the conception level
(not construction level) and taking into account used solutions
and technologies.
Additionally, there is a belief that technical innovations
should not be used in safety solutions design. Old, proved
and as simple as possible methods and solutions seem to
be better suited. This assumption may be misleading, as
in fact reconfigurable devices are not taken into account.
This electronics domain is a dynamically developing technic
area, which only recently gives us the possibility to pack
great amounts (quantitatively) of the smallest and simplest
already known technical solutions in one project. Necessity
of complex projects development will enforce changes. Thus,
reconfigurable devices with time will eliminate from the market obsolete and ineffective solutions. Thereby, reconfigurable
solutions (like the BML unit) will be adapted to use in critical
systems.
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